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Abstract
Volleyball is widely popular as a way to share a sense of
unity and achievement with others. However, errors
detract from the enjoyment for beginners. To overcome
this issue, a novel volleyball environment to support
beginners in predicting the ball landing position is
necessary. To assist sports enthusiasts, there is a lot of
study which provided visual feedback onto the sports field.
The difference between previous studies and our proposal
is that there is a distance between the ball and the floor
of the volleyball court which is the sports field. So, it is
not clear whether this kind of peripheral visual feedback is
effective. In this paper, we described the design and
implementation of the developed system that provides
visual feedback to support beginners at volleyball in
predicting the ball landing position by projection onto the
floor surface. Also, we reported the prediction accuracy of
the system. We plan to confirm whether this peripheral
visual feedback is effective for volleyball beginners for the
future work.
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Introduction
Volleyball is a ball game conceived by William G. Morgan
in 1895. Volleyball has so far been widely popular for
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engendering a sense of unity and achievement among
participating players. Beginners at volleyball commit more
mistakes than experienced players, which leads to a
decrease in self-efficacy. As a result, beginners stop
playing volleyball[12]. One of the reasons why beginners
at volleyball make mistakes is their lower ability to predict
the landing position of the ball than that of an
experienced player[1, 13]. Therefore, in this study, we aim
to develop a novel volleyball environment that reduces
mistakes and improves enjoyment through a system to
support beginners in predicting the ball landing position
by the projections of the visual feedback on the floor
surface (Figure 1).
A number of studies have presented visual feedback to
sports enthusiasts through projections onto sports fields
(e.g., climbing walls, table tennis tables, and futsal
courts)[8, 5, 10]. Such visual feedback has been
confirmed to improve sports experience and skills. The
presentation of visual feedback onto the sports field has
an advantage over a head-mounted display (HMD)
because it can be applied even in an environment of
intense movement without hindering the movement and
narrowing the field of vision[14].
In contrast to previous works using the projections,
volleyball is a sport in which the ball is hit into the air.
Therefore, there is a distance between the ball and the
floor of the volleyball court which is the sports field.
When observing the movement of the ball in the center of
the field of view, it is necessary to perceive the visual
feedback on the floor surface by peripheral vision.
Accordingly, it is not clear whether this kind of peripheral
visual feedback is effective for volleyball beginners. There
are many other sports in addition to volleyball in which
there is a distance between the object of attention and
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the sports field (e.g., badminton and basketball).
Clarifying the effectiveness of this visual feedback can be
expected to yield broader applications to other sports.

Figure 1: Sequence of visual feedback. These pictures indicate
the sequence of visual feedback per 0.333 s. When observing
the movement of the ball in the center of the field of view, it is
necessary to perceive the visual feedback on the floor surface
by peripheral vision.

In this paper, we described the design and implementation
of the developed system that provides visual feedback to
support beginners at volleyball in predicting the ball
landing position by projection onto the floor surface. We
reported the drop point prediction accuracy of the
proposed system. Finally, we described the plan of the
future experiment to confirm whether this visual feedback
is effective for volleyball beginners.

Related Work
Volleyball
From previous studies, it has been found that skilled
players can acquire more information than beginners from
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visual information and can predict the future trajectory of
the ball faster and more accurately [1]. In addition,
Vickers et al. found that skilled players manipulated the
ball in more suitable positions than unskilled players
through a serve-reception experiment [13]. Furthermore,
they confirmed that the ball skill of skilled players was
high. Therefore, by supporting the beginners’ ability to
predict the landing position of the ball, beginners will be
able to move to a position more suitable for ball
manipulation, thereby lowering the difficulty of ball
manipulation and improving ball skill as a result.
Visual feedback and sports
Projections onto sports fields have been widely used as
methods of presenting visual feedback to players during
sports. Such an approach has the advantage that it can
be used even in sports environments with intense
movement. In the previous studies, visual feedback has
projected onto a climbing wall, table tennis table and
futsal court[8, 5, 10]. These systems have been confirmed
to improve the experience and skill in the sports by
projection onto the sports field.
In volleyball, players pay attention to the ball that has
been launched in the air. When supporting the ability to
predict the ball landing position by a projection onto the
floor surface, it is necessary to perceive the visual
feedback on the floor surface by peripheral vision. It is not
known whether such visual stimulation on peripheral
vision is effective for players during a ball game. In
addition, to our knowledge, no system exists to support
beginners and improve their experience of volleyball by
visual feedback projected onto the floor surface.
In addition to projection onto the sports field, there is the
method of presenting visual feedback using a HMD.
Multiple research groups have confirmed that visual
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feedback through a HMD improves the ability to predict
the ball landing position[6, 9]. Our research is greatly
inspired by these studies. However, it is dangerous to wear
an HMD during sports that involve intense movement or
contact. In addition, wearing an HMD narrows the field of
view and leads to an increased risk of injury[14]. From the
above, an HMD is not appropriate to provide visual
feedback during sports.
Peripheral vision and visual feedback
It has confirmed that the characteristics of central and
peripheral vision are different[3]. There have been many
studies in which visual feedback has been designed and
presented by taking into account peripheral vision
characteristics. For example, Jones et al. showed that
presenting visual feedback by projection on the outside of
a display leads to induction of apparent motion and
enlargement of the field of view, which improves the
experience of a game[7]. Gruenefeld et al. arranged LEDs
around the lens of an HMD and confirmed that the
position estimation error for objects outside the visual
field is the smallest when using blue LEDs [4]. From this,
designing and presenting visual feedback that takes into
account the perception characteristics of human
peripheral vision is considered to lead to the improvement
of support and enjoyment of volleyball by beginners.

Design and implementation
We developed a system to indicate the future trajectory of
the ball on the floor using a projector to support beginners
at volleyball in predicting the landing position of the ball.
Figure 2 shows the overview of the developed system.
System Configuration
To provide visual feedback on the floor surface during
volleyball, we need a large space which meets the
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following two requirements, real-time motion tracking and
real-time visual feedback onto the floor. Several systems
in which meet our requirements have been proposed (e.g.,
Deep Space 8K 1 , House of Mamba 2 and
LargeSpace[11]). We chose LargeSpace among them and
installed our system to it.

Figure 2: Diagram of the system
configuration.

LargeSpace has a large immersive projection-based display
and real-time motion tracking system[11]. Utilizing
LargeSpace, we can acquire the position of the volleyball
and project arbitrary visual feedback onto the floor surface
in real-time. The size of LargeSpace is length of 15 m,
width of 25 m, and height of 7.7 m. The size of the volley
court is 9 m × 18 m, and including the free zone, a
minimum of 12 m × 21 m is necessary[2]. The space that
can be secured within LargeSpace also meets this
volleyball regulation.
Images obtained from the 22 motion capture cameras
mounted in the LargeSpace were sent to a control
workstation. We used the OptiTrack software platform
Motive installed on the control workstation to synchronize
the transmitted images and convert them to a 3D
position. As a result, it was possible to acquire the 3D
position of the ball at 120 FPS. The 3D position of the
ball acquired by the control workstation was streamed to
the master computer for video generation. On the master
computer, the future trajectory of the ball was calculated
and the image to be projected was generated using the
obtained 3D position of the ball. The images generated
on the master computer were transmitted onto two slave
computers each controlling six projectors. The image was
projected onto the floor. The latency by this series of
processing is approximately 83 ms.

Calculation of future ball trajectory
The proposed system calculates the future trajectory of
the ball using the 3D ball position which was acquired by
attaching a plurality of retroreflective stickers to the
volleyball surface. The algorithm is the same as that of
Pan et al. [9]. In this study, we used a nonlinear equation
of motion that considers air resistance as the trajectory
model of the ball, and using the Unscented Kalman Filter,
the ball speed and the position coordinates from which
the noise was removed were acquired in 3D. The model
was updated sequentially based on the obtained velocity
and position coordinates of the ball, and the future
trajectory until reaching the floor surface was calculated.
The future trajectory until the predicted landing position
obtained by the calculation was streamed to two slave
computers for generating the visual feedback.
Design of visual feedback
The current position of the ball and the future landing
position predicted by calculation were projected on the
floor as circles of diameter 1 m. It means that initial point
of the visual feedback moves toward the landing position
according to the current ball position. We used this kind
of motion in the design because peripheral vision is
sensitive to movement. The trajectory from the current
position of the ball to the predicted landing position was
connected by a line with of width 0.5 m. This design
reflects studies of Itoh et al. and Pan et al.[6, 9]. In
addition, we used blue for the color of the visual feedback,
based on previous studies indicating that blue is easy to
recognize by peripheral vision and the error of position
estimation is the smallest [4]. Figure 1 shows an example
of the visual feedback actually presented.

1 https://www.aec.at/center/en/exhibitions/deepspace/interactive
2 https://design.rhizomatiks.com/en/works/nike_rise_house_of_mamba.html
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System Evaluation
We measured the accuracy of the ball landing position
prediction by the proposed system. As shown in Figure 3,
a serving machine was installed at the center of the
right-side court, and balls were served ten times to both
the Front R and Back R positions. The times taken for
the ball to hit the floor were about 1.8 s in both positions.
The square of the error between the actual ball landing
position and the predicted landing position obtained by
the calculation was calculated.
Figure 3: Diagram of the
experimental environment.
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handling position) depending on the presence or absence
of visual feedback at the time of serve-reception.
Furthermore, we will confirm the influence of the system
on the player’s enjoyment.

Figure 4 shows the results. By using the proposed system,
it was found that the ball landing position can be
predicted with an error of about 0.3 m on average in both
the front-back and left-right directions and about 1.5 s
before the ball falls.

Conclusion and future work
We aim to develop a novel volleyball environment that
reduces mistakes and improves enjoyment for beginners in
predicting the ball landing position. To support the
players, the system provides the visual feedback by
projection on the floor surface. In the volleyball, there is a
distance between the ball and the floor. So, it is not clear
whether this kind of peripheral visual feedback is effective.
In this paper, we described the design and implementation
of the system that supports beginners by peripheral visual
feedback. Also, we reported the prediction accuracy of the
system.
We plan to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
system by performing experiments simulating
serve-reception, which is a typical play in volleyball in the
future work. We will confirm how the ability to predict
the ball landing position and ball skill change subjectively
and objectively (e.g., reaction speed and goodness of ball

Figure 4: Results of the square of the error between the actual
ball landing position and the landing position predicted by the
system. The square of the error in the direction parallel to the
side-line is ex , and the square root of the error in the direction
parallel to the end-line is ey . The mean square error of the
serves to Front R and the serves to Back R are shown by
orange and blue lines, respectively. The light orange and blue
indicate the standard deviation.
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